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Preface

The casta painTings made in Mexico during the eighteenth century 
have fascinated scholars and a wider public in recent years. The dozens of sets 
of these paintings illustrate racial mixture in family settings, with parents 
and children combining Spanish, African, and Indian ancestry in a bewilder-
ingly fractionalized calculus. This recent interest in the paintings has led to 
path-breaking cross-disciplinary scholarship that reveals much about what 
they are, where they are found, and who they were for. It also invites the ques-
tion of why we are especially interested in them now. Neither the why of their 
making or of our interest in them has a simple answer.

The occasion for the symposium that led to this collection of informed 
and provocative essays was a major exhibition of casta paintings at the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art in 2004, curated by Ilona Katzew. In the 
spirit of the “Inventing Race” theme and the California venue of the exhi-
bition, participants across disciplines in the social sciences and humanities 
gathered to consider the enduring significance of race in Mexico, the United 
States, and a southwestern “Mexican America,” with casta paintings serving 
as a touchstone. The essays share a basic approach and several themes. All 
view race as a social and political construction, with a history that valorizes 
whiteness; all recognize that racial classification is always about more than 
just race; and all contribute to historical thought about a “third space” strad-
dling national boundaries that Ilona Katzew and Susan Deans-Smith high-
light in their introduction.

Casta paintings amount to a pictorial artifact of Spain’s and New Spain’s 
entry into eighteenth-century notions of a more secular modernity. They were 
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also a comforting elaboration on official racial policy for anxious, or perhaps 
oblivious, elite patrons. The paintings are mysterious objects, with surprises 
yet to be discovered, but certain features of them have become clear. As María 
Elena Martínez suggests, they express the shift from a conception of race and 
purity of blood attached to religious lineage (placing a premium on “old” 
Christian ancestry), to a more secular, biological conception. The paintings 
themselves are strikingly secular, without the traditional religious content 
and purpose of most colonial Mexican painting. Priests, churches, and devo-
tional culture are almost entirely absent, while the classifying predilections of 
Enlightenment natural history and applied science are fully present.

The contrast between these paintings and familiar forms of racism in the 
United States, based on a sharp black and white divide that hardly acknowl-
edges miscegenation, is striking. Casta paintings openly recognize racial mix-
ing, describing colonial Mexican society in a way that reached beyond the two 
“republics” of Spaniards and Indians. They acknowledge that the legal fiction 
of three forever separate racial stocks did not hold true, and that there were 
many free people of color; but, with the possible exception of several early sets, 
especially Miguel Cabrera’s stunning portraits of gorgeous people in all the 
hypothetical racial combinations, they are not a celebration of race mixture or 
harbingers of José Vasconcelos’s grandiose vision of racial synthesis. This was 
no rainbow coalition of cultural diversity two centuries before Jesse Jackson. 
On the contrary, casta paintings put people in their racialized place, impos-
ing order on unsanctioned mixing that had spilled far beyond legal limits. 
Like the early history of race in the United States, the castas validated white 
superiority in their own way. The mixing of races depicted in the paintings 
imagines a whitening process in which the Indian side of the family tree re-
cedes, with descendants whitened, both racially and culturally. The paintings 
depict black and white mixture moving in the same, uplifting direction, but 
never quite getting there.

Casta paintings contain some other fictions and silences suited to the taste 
of their patrons, many of them peninsular Spaniards if the large number of 
late eighteenth-century sets sent to Spain is an indication. They are pleas-
ing pictures, often in bright colors—attractive furnishings for an aristocrat’s 
salon—not clinical studies or mug shots. The elites who commissioned and 
displayed the paintings are not portrayed in them except occasionally as 
types. In effect, they stand apart from this society of racial ambiguities as 
connoisseurs and classifiers. Also missing are the institutions of external dis-
cipline and enforcement—police, soldiers, jails, sweat shops, and chain gangs. 
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The paintings offer airbrushed images of healthy, clean, industrious people, 
dressed in their Sunday best, living (except for some of the darker casta unions 
across the white and black line) in harmony at home. There is little in these 
paintings to trouble the casual viewer; they were Hallmark cards of their day. 
For peninsular patrons returning to Spain, the paintings were souvenirs of ex-
otic America. As one such patron of the genre, Archbishop Francisco Antonio 
Lorenzana, put it, “Two worlds has God placed in the hands of our Catholic 
monarch, and the New does not resemble the Old, not in its climate, its cus-
toms or its inhabitants . . . In the Old Spain only a single caste of people is 
recognized, in the New many and different.” Some of the intermediate casta 
designations must have satisfied an imagined more than a functioning order. 
Did strangers pass on the street and say or think, “Aha, I see you are a barsino. 
You’re 45/64 Indian, 11/64 African, and 8/64 Spaniard.” Probably not.

This elaborate description of race in colonial Mexican society did not dis-
place old racial dualities that were deeply embedded in law and everyday life. 
The fundamental racial distinction in Mexico remained Spaniard (white, Euro-
pean) and Indian (now more politely “indígena”), as it does today. In the early 
nineteenth century, Manuel Abad y Queipo—another peninsular prelate— 
noted the gradations of race that caught Lorenzana’s eye, but he added that 
there were few such gradations in wealth. People were either rich or wretched, 
and the wretched were mainly the Indian majority. Anyone who has lived in 
central or southern Mexico will recognize the depth of prejudice against In-
dians and the ambivalence about Indian ancestry that can still peek through 
conventions of public life. Indian warriors and villagers in homespun may 
serve as emblems of the nation, but they can be a source of shame and object 
of prejudice there, too. A bitter argument erupted one day in 1964 in the stair-
well of my Mexico City apartment building between the portera (concierge) of 
the building who lived in cramped quarters on the ground level and the ine-
briated male tenant of the maid’s quarters on the roof. Both were middle-aged, 
dark complected, and living on modest means. The shouting and profanities 
between them went on for several minutes, culminating in what both parties 
regarded as the terminal insult, hurled at the portera: india bestia, beastial In-
dian. The man was dead to the portera from then on.

Paradoxically, casta paintings represent a growing elite consciousness of 
race in Spanish America during the eighteenth century when it would have 
been clear that social realities spilled beyond the boundaries of a simple, seg-
regated racial structure of Spaniard, Indian, and black African. Elite racism 
in the late eighteenth century was marked also by royal decrees that forbade 
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cross-racial marriages and made it more difficult for castas to be recognized 
as Spaniards. But Bourbon authorities elaborated on a sistema de castas—they 
did not invent it. As Ian Haney López notes in his essay, the marking of racial 
differences is about power and class more than about race. This verity is ex-
pressed in the casta paintings’ placement of the uneducated and poor in the 
lower ranks of the racial hierarchy, and in the submerged duality of Spaniard 
and Indian. It is equally true of the history of race in Mexico and the United 
States during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Power dislikes irregu-
larity and disorder, and the Spanish Bourbons exercised their power by classi-
fying, making uniform laws and regulations, and seeking to reform America 
in the image of Spain.

As different as the Spanish Bourbons were from their Hapsburg prede-
cessors, they expressed the preoccupations of power in similar views of race 
and social order. Seventeenth-century Hapsburg administrators were anxious 
about what one of them called the “mixto imperio,” an evocatively ambivalent 
phrase. Imperio (empire) suggests authority, good order, and unity. “Mixto,” or 
“jumbled,” suggests disorder, irregularity, exceptions, and complications that 
undermine good order. Old categories of race were blurring in the seventeenth 
century, and the two “republics” of Spaniards and Indians could no longer 
contain most of colonial life. Descendants of Native Americans were not act-
ing like the Indians Spanish authorities had in mind; they had become child-
ish instead of childlike. Slave women dressed like Spanish aristocrats. Some 
Spanish women from respectable families dressed as men and became famous 
for unladylike acts of lethal violence. There were too many forasteros—people 
without a fixed place in society or a permanent residence in their place of 
birth. The vagrants and other misfits among them included thousands of poor 
Spaniards, gente perdida (godforsaken people). Hapsburg imperial authorities 
recognized that people of mixed racial ancestry were numerous, but chose 
not to define a place for them in law, and to rely on customary relationships 
worked out in local situations. Irregularities were contained, in part, by pun-
ishment or by folding people into the old categories. Exceptions were made 
to the rules of race—some individuals who would otherwise be classified as 
mestizos, mulatos, and castizos “passed” as Spaniards or Indians or appeared 
in legal records with several different racial designations.

“Baroque” was a cultural expression of these social and political irregu-
larities and the growth of domestic economies and regional affiliations that 
distanced Spanish America from Spain in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. It was an art of faith with few rules and many exceptions, layered 
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complexities, free-flowing ornamentation, dramatic gestures, fragments, and 
asymmetry that gained its coherence in the conjunto—everything together, 
seen whole, in which no space is untouched. It was not an orderly sum of its 
parts, and American churches, painting, and sculpture were not just like the 
European models that inspired them. Part of the appeal of casta paintings in 
our time of post-modern “neo-Baroque” awareness is that they seem to un-
dermine the neat racial dichotomies of white and black, European and Indian 
in a Baroque spirit. Some scholars in the United States and Europe celebrate 
the hybridities, irregularities, and flamboyance of then and now; others la-
ment the unfinished, chaotic, even pathological fragmentations as overripe 
imitation and oppressive decadence, the remains of a blasted landscape left 
behind by the failures of colonialism and modernity. When Latin America’s 
own intellectuals reflect on lo barroco, they have had in mind much more than 
an art style. Fifty years ago José Lezama Lima, Alejo Carpentier, and Leopoldo 
Castedo celebrated the Baroque in Latin America as a creative spirit, a way of 
being in a volatile world of inequalities, mixture, clash, religious sentiment, 
and political retreat that became popular across the social spectrum, express-
ing local realities, ingenuity, and a measure of freedom, and lasting far be-
yond its time in Europe. Lo barroco may have flowered first in the seventeenth 
century, they observed, but its improvisations, elaborations, and small subver-
sions have never gone away. There is a touch of irony, then, in embracing casta 
paintings now as another Baroque subversion, for they express, above all, 
Bourbon modernity’s earnest wish to put things and people in order.

A Dialectics of Race in Our Time

Perceptions and practices have changed, but how race matters today in the 
American Southwest has a recent past as well as deeper genealogies. Two 
striking changes since the 1960s inform most of these essays and my per-
spective on the subject. A defining book for the first change—the Chicano 
awakening in the late 1960s and 1970s—is Carey McWilliams’s North from 
Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People of the United States. It is still an instruc-
tive book. Although North from Mexico attracted little attention when first 
published in 1948, its probing, long view of prejudice and racial violence in 
the region struck a chord in college classrooms when it was reissued in 1968. 
McWilliams offered a panorama of race relations that focused on Mexicans 
and the “Anglo”/“Hispano” divide, with a message that the Southwest had 
been Mexican long before it was American. And the book validated the thirst 
for volition and action among Mexican American youth. In his introduction 
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to the 1968 edition, McWilliams wrote, “there has been a new burst of inter-
est in Mexican-Americans, which, in large part, has come about as a result 
of activities and developments for which they themselves are responsible.” 
Haney López’s essay shares this vision: “the future of race in the United States 
depends on how Hispanics come to be seen and to see themselves, in racial 
terms.” But, like an Old Testament prophet of doom, McWilliams shadowed 
his celebration of self-making with an apocalyptic conclusion: “The explosion 
at Alamogordo unlocked the latent richness of the mineral resources of the 
Southwest . . . Here, in the heart of the old Spanish borderlands, the oldest 
settled portion of the United States, a new world has been born and the isola-
tion of the region has been forever destroyed. Like the peoples of the world, 
the peoples of the borderlands will either face the future ‘one and together’ or 
they are likely to find themselves sifting on the siftings in oblivion.”

Cause for such a bleak and urgent vision is as obvious as ever sixty years 
later, especially in disaster-prone, effervescent California, but the essays in this 
collection describe a present and future of race that is not like McWilliams’s.  
Instead of a line patrolled and circumvented, the U.S.-Mexican frontier dis-
solves into a vast, expanding territory of sustained interaction and mixing 
of people, with its own vertiginous multiplicity of combinations and layers 
of inequality, possibility, and prejudice, shaped partly by the ways race in 
Mexico has long resisted categorization and by the insistent claim in deed, if 
not always in words: “I am here. I exist. I am many things.” In this Mexican 
America categories like Mexican, Indian, black, and white are confounded 
and reshaped. “Mexicans” in the United States proclaim themselves to be not 
just Mexicans (though they may learn of themselves as Mexicans in new ways 
by living in Mexican America), but yucatecos, oaxaqueños, michoacanos, nor-
teños, sureños, guatemaltecos, salvadoreños, and hondureños; people from Pa-
pantla, Tlacolula, or a ranchito near Apatzingán; and Americans.

Two words, pocho and nepantla, are keys to the sense of a Mexican America 
place I find in these pages. Pocho has long been a derogatory term in Mexico 
for Mexicans who left for the United States and lost their native fluency in 
Spanish and things Mexican; “bastardized Mexicans,” in Guillermo Gómez-
Peña’s pungent shorthand. “Pocho” appears in Gómez-Peña’s reflections with 
a very different edge than it had in José Antonio Villarreal’s Pocho, another 
required reading of the 1970s. Villarreal’s coming of age novel first appeared in 
1959 to a warm if limited response, but the 1970 edition became a best seller in 
the Southwest. The novel chronicles Richard Rubio’s boyhood in Santa Clara, 
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California, during the 1930s and early 1940s, the son of a fearless, violent, and 
incorruptible Villista fighter in the Mexican Revolution who crossed the bor-
der and settled into an inconspicuous life of a fruit picker, small farmer, and 
family man. Born in the United States, Richard has his boyhood adventures 
in a multicultural neighborhood, but he is something of a sissy, given more 
to words and questions than to decisive action, and uneasy with the fractured 
multiplicity of his past and present. Like his father, Richard longs for Mexico, 
but for him it is “the faraway unknown” and “he knew that he could never be 
wholly Mexican.” He declares “I’m an American,” but is always marked off as a 
Mexican by strangers, and his father reminds him “do not ever forget that you 
are Mexican.” He is saddened by the loss of Mexican traditions in his family 
and his own assimilation, but does little to change the situation. “He withdrew 
into his protective shell of cynicism.” At the end of the novel we find Richard, 
finally, about to take action and enlist in the navy during World War II. But 
he is also on the threshold of a new homelessness (“he knew that for him there 
would never be coming back” to his neighborhood), still longing for a place. In 
the novel, “pocho” amounts to this longing for a lost place and cause for regret.

Students I knew at the University of Colorado in the early 1970s related 
strongly to Richard’s predicament, the loss of traditions, and the prejudice  
Villarreal described, but they were impatient with Richard’s dithering cyni-
cism, existential loneliness, and lack of indigenista pride. Many of them acted 
to reclaim for themselves the Spanish language, traditional celebrations, foods, 
and Mexican history. Theirs was a quest for something lost. They delved into 
pre-Columbian lore, declared themselves Mexican in racial terms that em-
braced the Native American side of their heritage as a badge of honor, sought 
Aztlán (the legendary homeland of the Aztecs) in the American Southwest, 
invoked Vasconcelos’s raza cósmica, Mexican indigenismo, and mestizaje, pro-
tested discrimination, attended Corky González’s fishermen’s dinners at the 
Crusade for Justice, and sometimes wore brown berets and thought of them-
selves as latter-day Joaquín Murrietas. Those were heady times, but the mes-
tizaje model of racial mixture carried with it a certain static, dislocated outlook 
that had been expressed, among many other places, in Octavio Paz’s Labyrinth 
of Solitude: Mexicans were torn between Spanish and Native American pasts, 
destined to replay without resolution the original sin of the Spanish Conquest, 
compounded by the treachery of La Malinche.

Villarreal leaves Richard in a virtual nepantla—a nowhere place, caught 
between home and away, between past and future, not much different from 
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the situation described in Julio Cortázar’s distressing story, “Axolotl” (1968), 
in which the Spanish Conquest severed time for Native Americans, leaving 
the survivors in a state of suspended animation, like a central Mexican axo-
lotl (an amphibious creature) immobilized in a terrarium, unable to move, 
a captive with endless time to think and look out at limited surroundings. 
Nepantla on this side of the border in the 1980s stood especially for the dou-
ble displacement and victimization of the Spanish Conquest in sixteenth- 
century Mexico and the fractured relocation in the United States exemplified 
by Villarreal’s novel.

Old habits of thought and discrimination have not disappeared, but the 
landscape of race today and in these essays reflects a different California and 
various Southwests in which about a quarter of the population is foreign-born 
and many are first generation Americans. La Malinche is no longer the one-
dimensional traitor of her people, whoever “her people” might be; all native 
peoples in Mexico are not Aztecs or victims; and Afro Mexicans are being rec-
ognized and speaking up. Tellingly, the word nepantla as the nowhere place 
does not appear in these pages, and pocho is reworked by “transdisciplinary” 
performance artist Gómez-Peña as a “term of empowerment” and fertile am-
biguity in his turbocharged vision of an ever-changing “post Mexican” present 
and future. Proclaiming the death of the mestizaje model, Gómez-Peña revels 
in mixed, situational identities and multiple crises that spill across familiar 
racial categories in America. His kind of agency is not just confrontation and 
violation. “We can reinvent our identities [and] pick and choose from cultural 
selves,” he declares. His Mexican America is the home of countless trespasses 
and many overlapping subcultures—holes in the fence, he calls them. At one 
moment he is an Indian chief in feather headdress and football shoulder pads, 
fingering the barrel of an AK-47 as if it were the neck of a guitar; at another he 
is a black-caped, mustachioed, macho cowboy with a bare midriff and a fan.

Even the U.S. census for 2000 acknowledged some of the mind-bending  
complexities of race in contemporary America. Noting that “the racial make-
 up of the country has changed since 1977” when racial categories for the cen-
sus were last revised, the Census Bureau now allows respondents to identify 
themselves by more than one race (American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian; 
Black or African American; Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander; White; 
and now a sixth category, “Some Other Race”). Two categories for ethnicity 
also were included, “Hispanic or Latino” and “Not Hispanic or Latino,” with 
people who identify as Hispanics and Latinos invited to pick their race(s). 
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Compare this to the 1930 census which treated “Mexican” as a race, and the 
contemporary confusion is just about complete.

Expressions of dynamic confusion and diversity are almost as numer-
ous now as the idea itself implies. Richard Rodríguez is no Gómez-Peña, but 
his message about race in America in Brown: The Last Discovery of America 
(2002) is similar in its subversion: “I write about race in America in hopes 
of undermining the notion of race in America. Brown bleeds through the 
straight line, unstaunchable—the line separating Black from white, for ex-
ample. Brown confuses. Brown forms at the border of contradiction.” And 
self-described “artistic and alternative historian” Enrique Chagoya’s “Border-
landia” imagines Superman mixing it up with Aztec gods or kings. Current 
events and ancient history are simultaneous in his art rather than sequential 
and chronological. It is a world of interminglings where “all cultures meet 
and mix in the richest ways, creating the most fertile ground for the arts ever 
imagined,” in a world of gut-wrenching inequities and improprieties, “per-
fectly capable of total destruction.” Chagoya also “think[s] in terms of op-
posites to balance each other, a dialectical interaction . . . that hopefully could 
trigger some laughter.” This complex, ever-changing vision is evident, too, in 
the remarkable painted walls of Los Angeles—“mural art capital of the world” 
and home to the exhibition of casta paintings that inspired this book—from 
the 1970s and early 1980s with the work of Judith Baca, Yreina Cervantes, 
Judithe Hernández, and Los Four, to David Botello, George Yepes, and the 
East Los Streetscapers, to the disparate themes and alternative histories of 
more recent mural paintings, almost always with Mexico, Central America, 
and five hundred years of contact and connection across cultures somehow in 
the picture. Intentionally or not, these walls talk back to casta paintings.

Dynamic confusion and racial classification are not a new counterpoint, 
but the unclassifiable diversity recognized by Gómez-Peña and Chagoya is 
not the seventeenth-century anxiety of the mixto imperio or the attempts by  
eighteenth-century elites to fix a social order that had escaped the bounds 
of a rudimentary racial classification. Casta paintings were a monologue; the 
Mexican America of these essays is a murmur of many voices. It affirms what 
casta paintings denied—that identity is a moving target. Whether many people 
find Chagoya’s sought-after dialectical synthesis in this “third space” beyond 
imposition and substitution, “with a different logic of resistance and contami-
nation,” as Gómez-Peña puts it, remains to be seen. Most immigrant parents 
are too busy trying to make a living to have much time for cultural synthesis;  
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old racial simplicities have not disappeared; and apocalyptic observers of 
the California scene envision a bleak dystopia ahead. Perhaps this dynamic 
Mexican America will soon blur the old racial-national boundaries beyond 
recognition. It is certainly full of possibilities and surprises, perhaps of many 
heterotopias more than either a dystopia or utopia. In any case, the emerging 
“third space” of Mexican America is no longer confined to the Southwest and 
a few cities elsewhere—Chicago, Detroit, Washington, D.C., and New York. It 
is almost everywhere now, from Dubuque to Kennett Square, Charlottesville, 
Cozad, Wichita, and Walla Walla; and it is not only Mexican.

 William B. Taylor
 University of California, Berkeley
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